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The annual benchmarking exercise aims to monitor the variability of the RWAs for institutions applying the IRB

approaches in EU Member States.

▪ Excessive variability of RWAs among EU institutions and thus non-comparable resulting own funds requirements
have been a concern since the IRB approach was implemented as an EU regulation in 2013.

EBA has put forward a regulatory review of the IRB approach by setting out and completing several guidelines and
technical standards which are aimed at limiting unjustified variability by harmonising practices (EBA’s IRB roadmap).

▪ In addition, since then, the ECB has carried out a large-scale review of the IRB approaches which are
supervised by the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM), referred to as the Targeted Review of Internal Models

(“TRIM”).

This report summarises the results of the 2021 benchmarking exercise (based on data as of 31 December 2020).

▪ It provides an overview of the participating banks and their scope of application of the IRB approach, as well as
an in-depth analysis of the variability of risk weights (RWs), PDs and LGDs.

▪ A focus of this year’s horizontal analysis is the development of RWs, PDs and default rates (DRs) in time.

▪ In this context it is analysed to which extent the COVID-19 pandemic and the implementation of the IRB
roadmap might have impacted the IRB risk parameters.

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Reports/2022/1027369/EBA%20Report%20on%20the%202021%20Credit%20Risk%20Benchmarking%20Exercise.pdf
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The COVID-19 crisis can impact the average IRB parameters in two dimensions:

▪ It may trigger re-assignment of obligors (facilities) to different PD- rating grades (LGD or CCF-grades)

▪ It may trigger a re-estimation of PDs and LGDs (or CCF) for the corresponding grades and pools, taking into account the

realisations of those risk parameters, which may be impacted by the pandemic.

The impact on the assignment of obligors (facilities) to grades depends on:

The institution’s process and schedule for the (at least annually required) 

review of the assignment to grades

The extent to which the input parameters for the rating model which is used 

to assign obligors or exposures to grades and pools are impacted by the 

pandemic.

▪ For LDP:

▪ the re-rating is often scheduled depending on the reporting dates

of the annual balance sheets.

▪ Ad-hoc re-ratings occur in the case that new relevant information is

available.

▪ It should be noted that the extent to which the assigned ratings also

depend on qualitative input parameters, which are more easily

updatable is also a relevant aspect.

▪ The re-rating process for HDP portfolios is typically much more

automatised.

▪ Institutions often run their rating engines for complete IRB retail

portfolios on a more frequent schedule, for example quarterly or

monthly.

The guidelines (GL) on PDs and LGD require institutions to assess potential

risk drivers in, at least, the following four dimensions:

I. obligor characteristics (i.e., sector and geographical location for

corporates);

II. financial information (i.e., financial statements or income statements);

III. trend information (i.e., growing or shrinking sales or profit margin);

IV. behavioural information (i.e., delinquency and the use of credit

facilities).

The observed values of risk drivers that are related to financial information,

trend information and behavioural information might have changed

significantly.
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The COVID-19 pandemic and the measures implemented by
Member States and by the EU to counter the health crisis and
the related economic crisis impact the data relevant for the
obligors’ rating grade assignment via two channels:

a) Directly: in the case of the use of moratoria and public
guarantee schemes and other regulations that lead to
changes in the contracts with the obligors.

b) Indirectly: via COVID-19 support measures that do not
change the banks’ contracts with the obligors but which
impact, among other things, the obligor’s financials or
behaviour.

The impact of COVID-19 on the estimation of PDs and LGDs for
a given obligor or facility rating grade depends on the extent
to which a potential impact is reflected in the long-run

average of one-year default rates or long-run loss rate
underlying the PD or LGD estimations.

▪ Annual default rates can only completely reflect the
COVID-19 impact as of March 2021.

Illustration of how the COVID-19 can impact IRB parameters
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As a result of excessive variability in some areas the EBA developed a set of policies in its regulatory review of the IRB
approach (IRB roadmap).

▪ This review contained a number of regulatory technical standards (RTS) and guidelines (GL) aimed at harmonising the
implementation of the IRB approach.

The EBA’s regulatory review aims to enhance the robustness and the comparability of the internal risk estimates and own funds
requirements of IRB institutions in the EU, thus ultimately restoring trust in the IRB approach.

▪ A core component of the EBA’s review of the IRB approach is the GL on default definition (DoD) and the RTS on materiality
threshold in the ongoing default identification, where the deadline for implementation was the end of 2020.

▪ In addition, the GL on PD and LGD will apply starting from 1 January 2022 (for most portfolios). For stand-alone rating
systems for exposures to institutions and financial institutions treated as corporates or large corporates as defined under the
final Basel III framework, the implementation date is set as 1 January 2025.

In order to monitor the impact of implementation of the IRB roadmap on the benchmarking metrics, the EBA
included some questions on the status of the implementation in the qualitative questionnaire to supervisors, for
the purpose of guiding the individual assessments based on the supervisory benchmarking (SVB) data
collection from the banks.

▪ This analysis makes it possible to some extent to disentangle the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and the

IRB roadmap implementation.
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The annual benchmarking exercise for credit risk portfolios provides an analysis of the variability of RWAs and of its drivers for pre-

defined benchmarking portfolios.

I. Institutions submit the average RWAs and other risk drivers as well as some other metrics.

II. The EBA then computes the benchmarks (i.e. median of the values submitted) and other statistical measures for those

benchmarking portfolios where a minimum number of institutions submitted data.

III. The benchmarking of portfolios and thus the benchmarking analysis is mostly performed separately for:

IV. In addition to the above-mentioned LDP and HDP portfolios, institutions provide the RWA and related IRB parameters for some

specific large corporates, institutions and sovereigns to which they have exposures.

In addition to the overall analysis of the variability of RWA, the SVB aims to provide tools to supervisors to assess the quality of the

approved IRB approaches.

▪ To this end, EBA provides to supervisors, based on the data submitted by banks, visualisation tools and Excel tables to identify

benchmarking portfolios where a supervised bank shows significant deviations from the benchmarks and a CA questionnaire,

which allows supervisors to report feedback on such findings to the EBA.

Low-default portfolios (LDP) High-default portfolios (HDP) 

covering central governments and central banks 

(CGCB), institutions (INST), large corporates 

(LCOR) and corporates in specialised lending 

(COSP)

covering corporates which are not SMEs and not in LCOR (CORP), 

corporates which are SMEs (SMEC), retail SME exposures secured by 

real estate (RSMS), other retail SME exposures (SMOT), retail mortgages 

which are not SMEs (MORT), retail other (RETO) and retail qualified 

revolving (RQRR). 
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The most significant result of the 2021 benchmarking exercise is a decrease of RW between December 2019 and

December 2020 on non-defaulted assets in almost all exposure classes.

The decrease of RW can be mainly explained by a decrease in the PD, while the contribution of changes observed in

the LGD is negligible.

LDP

The average RW has slightly decreased for CGCB, INST and COSP (FIRB and SL), 

while it has increased for LCOR, thus potentially mirroring the economic crisis 

observed in 2020.

HDP

The decrease in average RWs is even more pronounced varying from a small

decrease observed on RETO and MORT, to a higher decrease for SMEC.

The main drivers of the decrease are the following:

■ The annual review of estimates

■ The impact of national measures that were imposed to contain the coronavirus

and to support the economy. This measures are referred to as indirect support

measures.

■ The use of moratoria and public guarantee schemes. This measures are referred

to as direct support measures.

■ The implementation of IRB roadmap
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The implementation of the IRB roadmap in combination with the TRIM project might have resulted for

many banks in a need for a recalibration of their internal models. As a result many banks might have

recalibrated their IRB parameters in 2020. The effect of the recalibration could be a decrease of the PD

estimates driven by :

The inclusion of general downward trend of one-year default rates (DR) since 2013-2014;

• The fact that the data used for the re-estimation will refer to historical time series which must probably

not include 2020 data and therefore the impact of COVID-19 pandemic is not included.

Annual Review 

of Estimates

The impact of national measures can be assessed by looking at the variability of average PD in different

jurisdictions, which provides insight on whether the decrease in average PDs observed in HDPs is a

general phenomenon or whether the development of the average PDs between December 2019 and

December 2020 is distinct in different Member States

Data show that the decrease in average PDs in HDPs can be observed for the majority of countries.

Hence, there is no evidence that national measures of single member states have driven the decreasing

trend.

Impact of 

National 

Measures
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Use of Moratoria and Public Guarantee Schemes (1/4)

EU Member States’ national governments have created public guarantee schemes (PGS) to support obligors that are
generally viable, but which are facing liquidity shortages due to the COVID-19 related restrictions. The IRB institutions
have taken the new PGS which were created in response to the COVID-19 outbreak into account in their IRB
parameters.

The following figure shows the different treatment of guarantees applied in the EBA benchmarking sample.

Of the considered sample, 47 (out of 100) banks
reported AIRB or FIRB exposure in the GOVT
exposure class. In combination with the fact that the
PGS were issued by the Member States, it is likely
that a significant share of PGS were taken into
account via the substitution of risk weight approach.

Use of different methodologies for the treatment of guarantee and 
derivatives by type of guarantor 
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Use of Moratoria and Public Guarantee Schemes (2/4)

An indication of the extent to which PGS have been taken into account via substitution approaches (RW substitution) can be derived

from comparing the original exposure before CRM to the exposure after CRM.

As shown in the figure, the increased outflows observed in CORP, SMEC and SMOT as of December 2020 indicate an increased use of

RW substitution in these portfolios compared to December 2019.

The negative outflow observed for the exposure class GOVT reflects the extent to which exposure has been added to GOVT obligors as

a result of RW substitution.

Outflows due to RW substitution by exposure class
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Use of Moratoria and Public Guarantee Schemes (3/4)

A breakdown by rating grades is reported for the exposure classes where significantly increased outflows are observed in 2020 (i.e.

SMEC, SMOT)

The analysis shows that for SMOT a large increase of outflows is observed for all rating classes. For SMEC there is a small decrease for

the best rating classes, while an increase is observed for all other rating classes. For both exposure classes a significant increase of

outflows is observed for the worst rating classes, which is to some extent in line with the economic expectation, i.e. that support is more

needed by less solvent obligors.

Outflows per master rating grade in 2019 and 2020 for SMOC and SMOT
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Use of Moratoria and Public Guarantee Schemes (4/4)

Looking at a breakdown by country of the increased outflows observed in CORP, SMEC and SMOT exposure classes, it is possible to

notice that they are mainly driven by a few countries (France, Italy and Spain) which made the largest use of PGS schemes*.

However, as already highlighted, there is no indication that the general PD trend is different for those countries than for the other

countries.

Thus, it can be concluded that there is no indication that the increased use of RW substitution due to COVID-19 PGS impacted the trend

of average PDs of the benchmarking portfolios

*See “First evidence on the use of moratoria and public scheme guarantees in the EU banking sector” November,2020
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With regard to the implementation of the IRB roadmap, the results of the benchmarking exercise show that in SMEC and CORP

exposure classes, change in the PDs can be related to the impact of the implementation of the new DoD. In particular, as

shown in the figures below, the institutions who adjusted their PDs (red dots) experienced a decrease in average PDs.

However, looking also at the results on other asset classes and considering that only a few institutions adjusted their PDs, it can

be deduced that the general trend of decreasing PDs for HDP portfolios is not driven by the IRB roadmap implementation.
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A top-down analysis was performed, showing that the overall variability has decreased from the 2020 exercise.

A relevant share (around 61–63%) of the
observed total variability can be explained by
two simple drivers:
▪ the share of defaulted/non-defaulted

exposures (default mix)
▪ the extent to which the portfolio

composition (portfolio mix) contributes to
differences in the average global charge
(GC).

The explained share of the observed total
variability has slightly decreased in 2021 (from
72% to 61%) as shown in the graph*. This
decrease could have been expected due to
the COVID-19 pandemic and the partial
implementation of the IRB roadmap.

*The overall variability in GC in terms of normalised STD 
deviation is illustrated as a normalised quantity with respect to 
GC variability as of 31 December 2020

Comparison of the top-down analysis, HDPs and LDPs, 2020 and 2021 
exercises (common sample 82 institutions)
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Average default rates, grouped by HDP segments, observed in December

2019 (in blue) and December 2020 (in orange) are shown in the bar plot on the

right.

A general decreasing trend is detected, the only exception being the SMEC

exposure class.

▪ This is mostly due to the impacts of several public support measures put in

place to mitigate the shock of COVID-19 (i.e., the use of moratoria).

Concurrent to a decrease in average default rates an opposite trend

concerns the dispersion of DRs as captured by the interquartile range of the

observed distribution, which has for most segments either slightly increased or

remained stable (apart from the SMEC segment where it slightly decreased).

▪ This could be attributed to the heterogeneous degree of use of moratoria

among member states. In particular, in countries such as France, Italy and

Spain, the ratio between the loans in moratoria to the total amount or loans

granted is higher compared to the other European countries.

Finally, it has been observed that overall, the implementation of the new

definition of default (new DoD) has not significantly affected the overall trend

observed in the default rates.

▪ Again, a possible exception is the SMEC segment where a few institutions,

moving to the new definition of default in 2020, presented a relevant

increase in the average default rates in the same year. Comparison of average default rates (December 

2019 vs December 2020)
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It can be noted for what concerns the 1-year default rates (lower-left graph) that the actual change in risk might not be fully
covered by the internal models for some of the sectors (Construction and Transport and storage)
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Also for the SMEC the actual change in risk might not be fully covered by the internal models for some of the sectors
(Construction, Transport and storage and Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply)
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The EBA has collected the results of the benchmarking

exercise in order to have an overview of the main issues in

terms of deviations from the benchmarking values. The

figure on the right represents the overall performance,

distinguishing between justified and unjustified

discrepancies.

▪ For a negative deviation: if no material share of the

exposure class was flagged in the benchmarking tool it

is considered as adequate

▪ For a positive deviation: if no material share of the

exposure class was above the third quartile with regard

to the distribution of the relevant parameters it is

considered as adequate

Main general conclusions:

▪ Low difference between HDP and LPD

▪ On average, almost half of the observations were

considered as negative deviations, while approx. 6%

were positive deviations

▪ More than 70% of the unjustified negative deviations

were already identified by the institutions internal audit
CA’s overall assessment of the deviations from the benchmark (s) for the 

SVB exposure classes
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Focusing on the justified negative deviations:
▪ The main reasons for justified negative deviations remained

a low number of outliers and underlying business models
causing the deviations

▪ The Covid-19 impact has been felt more in HDPs rather
than in LDPs, particularly a major impact has been
observed for SMEC CFs

Finally, the reasons for unjustified negative deviations were
quite heterogeneous as can be inferred from the graph on the
right, with possibly some problems related to the pandemic as
well with regards to the application of the model (in grey).

Reasons for unjustified negative deviations
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The EBA has also collected data regarding the implementation
of the IRB roadmap and particularly on the new definition of
default (DoD).

• The bar-plot on the right represents the percentage of IRB

models for which the new DoD has been applied
• The bar-plot below represents the number of institutions for

which the application of the new DoD would lead to
significant changes in the estimates
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For most institutions, the impacts of the roadmap
implementation have not been substantial, either because
the DoD has not yet been changed or because a change
would not materially affect the default rates, especially for
CORP and SMEC segments.

Moreover, it is worth to note that for retail portfolios (SMOT,
MORT, RSMS and RETO) it appears as approx. half of the
banks expect a substantial impact of the new DoD.
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